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Low oxygen happens … algae grows … why?











Higher river nitrogen 
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land cover change
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• Pacific Ocean is 





Mohamedali et al. (2011) 4




























• 3D model (circ, WQ)
• 10,000s of elements
• 1,000,000,000s of 
outputs
• See me for 
modeling details…
Source: Khangaonkar 
et al. (2012)Data courtesy of King County 6
•Biggest impacts in 
South and Central 
Puget Sound
•Not directly 
applicable to State 
















• September - October 7
Oxygen depletion – future marine 
point sources and watershed inflows
2070 loads, current 
circ, current ocean
2040 loads, current 
circ, current ocean













2070 loads, future 
circ, current ocean
2040 loads, future 
circ, current ocean
2020 loads, future 
circ, current ocean
current
Oxygen depletion – future human 

















Sources: Figs 1 and 4 from Whitney et al. / Progress in Oceanography 75 (2007) 179-199 10
Oxygen depletion – future human 
loads, circulation, and ocean
2070 loads, future 
ocean, future circ
2040 loads, future 
ocean, future circ














Future population growth will increase oxygen 
impacts; ocean trends would make it worse
Current human 
sources, circulation, 
ocean conditions, air 
temperature
2070 human + circ + 
ocean  + air temp
2070 human + future 
circulation










0.81 – 1.10 12






Higher river nitrogen 
concentrations from 
land cover change
Changes in circulation due 





































Future marine point source flows
Future climate
(air temperature, precipitation, hydrology)
Future marine community shifts
Future watershed inflows
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Next steps (2015):
Pacific Ocean trends?
Sediment diagenesis
Revisit scenarios
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